CORRECTION


a. Ref Line 3
   As reads: "... for Party Committee C17 to LCU...";
   Correct to read: "... for Party Committee C17 to the Party Committee of the Confederation of Labor Unions."

b. Ref Line 20
   As reads: "... 37mm HE rounds..."
   Correct to read: "... 37mm HE rounds..."


Ref Line 3
   As reads: "... on the occasion of the 6th Anniversary of the establishment of the "Democratic Republic of Vietnam."
   Correct to read: "... on the occasion of the 6th Anniversary of the establishment of the "Democratic Republic of Vietnam."


a. Para 1. Delete entire paragraph
   Substitute: 1. Kits emplacements of 75mm and 75mm Mortars with depth varying from the kneeling position to the kneeling position.

b. Para 2. As reads: "... Emplacements of 81m and 60m Mortars..."
   Correct to read: "... Emplacements of 81m and 60m Mortars..."


a. Endura Data
   As reads: 21 November 1966
   Correct to read: 21 November 1966
b. Off Line 11.

And reader: ... issued to X1 11, X2 12, X3 13, 4th, 5th, 6th Int’y, 48th Ouyon Regiment.

Correct to read: ... issued to X1 11, X2 12, X3 13, 4th, 5th, 6th Int’y, 48th Ouyon Regiment.

Bulletin #1616 Dec 12-1324-66

Reference: "OUES CONTENTS".

Delete "OUES". Comments are contained in the original document and not of this Center.

Bulletin #1623 and 1624.

Ref Captured data. All documents listed with capture data reading "4th US Inf Div", change to read, "4th US Inf Div".

[Signature]
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